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1. What are the specific spiritual needs you see for the women in the fellowship and how will
you provide support and resources to address them?

I believe it is necessary for the VP Women’s exec to always be present and willing to
listen. To be constantly asking questions of the women in the fellowship and what they need,
reassessing these needs both in koin and in general, and adjusting discussions as
necessary. Also, adjusting focus throughout the year while continuing to tie in the theme of
the year into koins/Bible studies.

I am aware that there is interest in topics such as apologetics and other religions, so I
would like to gather interest in these topics and potentially plan topicals accordingly along
with the dating and prayer topicals we usually do; I want be able to dig deep into these
important areas as the women of the fellowship and not be afraid to discuss doubts or ask
questions, in order to build up our faith. I would like to work with VP Men’s on this too, I think
it would help fulfill this need in the fellowship and really spur the passion and heart to learn
and live like Christ.

I believe many of the women in the fellowship have the desire to serve and lead, so I
would also make sure to give other women opportunities to lead and delegate
responsibilities for events and committees, or leading Bible studies, while remaining present
to provide any support needed. Similarly I would not hesitate to direct someone to another
exec or someone who could better answer their questions, if that is necessary, or if they wish
to serve in another way.

2. How will you pour into your KGLs specifically?

The opportunity to invest in the KGLs is exciting to me. I think it’s important to start off
with what a leader is/should be like in the context of Christian leadership, and what is
expected as a KGL in the coming year. But I would also love to have one-on-ones with each
KGL to get to know them, where they are in their faith, maintain accountability, and talk with
them about how their koins are going, what topics they are interested in specifically, any
ideas they have, and how I can pray with and for them to ensure they feel supported while
leading. It would be nice to possibly write these things down and revisit later to see how
God’s been working in their lives at our next one-on-one! I would also have similar
one-on-ones with my fellow VP Men’s to encourage and support him and build an
interpersonal foundation that will help us serve together.

Though koins are run independently by the KGLs, I would love to have occasional
meetings with all women KGLs together (if possible) to discuss how koin is going, topics that
each koin has interest in or are focusing on, suggestions/discussions of future topicals, and
to check in how separately and together we are perpetuating and growing in the theme of
the year. It would be nice to allow KGLs to plan according to their small group’s needs but
also be there to support/answer questions while also studying these topics alongside them.
Overall, I envision a way to keep koins independent and trust each KGL to lead, but still
maintain connection with each other and that we are growing in a similar direction as part of
the fellowship and keeping each other accountable.


